DOWNTOWN ARTIST ZEINAPUR RELEASES COVER OF LED ZEPPELIN'S
KASHMIR
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Moody and hypnotic, this cover of "Kashmir" showcases what Zeinapur does best - creates an
atmosphere unlike any other. The juxtaposition of otherworldly vocals with the swagger of electric guitar
captures that elusive, mythological place that inspired Led Zeppelin to write the iconic track. The rich
sonic realm created by British guitarist David Labovitch and Persian Russian mezzo-soprano Roksana
Zeinapur is a haunting nod to the classic rock of the 70s, capturing the magic of the song in a strikingly
original way.
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About Zeinapur:

ZEINAPUR is a new project by British guitarist and film composer David Labovitch and Russian-Persian
mezzo soprano Roksana Zeinapur. While in COVID 19 quarantine, the duo set out to write and record
music that marries their respective backgrounds in opera and rock and created a sound world unlike any
other. Their debut EP Everything Is Yours plays like a soundtrack to a David Lynch movie, a sound equal
parts nostalgic and brand new, full of old world glamour and dreamy vibes. Originally from Riga, Latvia,
Roksana paints the sound with a vocal quality reminiscent of Sade, singing songs about love and
transcendence with a voice of singular beauty and richness. David brings out the edge in the sound with
sophisticated guitar solos. Now based in Los Angeles, the duo promises to become a genre of their own.

When not working on this project, David produces a guitar lofi artist D_Lab that attracts thousands of
listeners daily on Spotify and Apple Music. He holds an MA in Music Composition for Film from Pacific
Film Scoring Institute in Seattle, Washington and a BA in Guitar Performance from Academy of
Contemporary Music in Guilford, England. Roksana's solo project is a classical piano artist Time Interior
which can also be heard on all music streaming platforms. She holds an MFA in Music Performance from
California Institute of the Arts and a BA in Music Performance from Pepperdine University
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